AUTHOR’S GUIDELINES
Dear author(s),
Through this webpage, you can select a particular journal and submit either online or
through the email of the concerned journals.
Papers/articles would be accepted only through e-mail or online article submission
gateway. The Author would require going through the following guideline: 1. Format & Style
Manuscripts: All manuscripts required to prepare in letter quality fonts such as Arial,
Courier, and Times and sized 12 in single (1) space on one side of A4 paper with
margins of at least 1.25 inches on all sides.
Title Page: Manuscripts of a paper should have a title page providing the title of the
paper, the name(s), address, phone, fax numbers and e-mail address of all authors and
acknowledgments, if any. Please restrict the author – related information only to cover
page. Further, please mention the subject under which the paper should be included.
No name(s) of author(s) require disclosed in the abstract and text.
Abstract: Following the cover page, there should be an ‘abstract’ page, which should
contain the title of the paper, the subtitle "Abstract" and a summary of the paper in
single space. It should not exceed 200 words in length along with three to four key
words.
Text: The text of the paper should not start on this page, but with a fresh page. The
text must contain An Introduction, Previous research, Problem, Methods and
materials, Results, Discussion, Conclusion, Acknowledgments, Funding
Acknowledgements, Conflicts and References.
References: References should cite in the style prescribed in the publication manual
of the American Psychological Association (APA Guidelines) or Chicago only.
Figures & Tables: Each figure/table required number, titled. The position of the
figure or table should indicate in the text and placed at the end of the text after the
references.
Length of the Papers: The total length of the paper should not exceed 10000 words
(Includes abstract, table, chart, reference etc.).
2. Review of the article:
Each article submitted could matter of double-blind review prior to its publication.
Once review done and article found Okayed then it required payment of publishing
fees by authors.
3. Publishing fees:

Rs 1500/- (One thousand five hundred only) would be charged for papers/ articles up
to 2000 words. For every additional 500 words an extra Rs. 500/- will be charged. Rs.
500/- would be charged for each additional number of the author.
However, the same fees would be 30 US Dollars for NRIs, Foreign Nationals. For
extra 500 words, NRIs and Foreign National required to pay 15 US dollars. For each
additional author 10 US dollars would be charged.
4. Details of Bank particulars:
Payments can be made through RTGS/NEFT and any other online methods. Cash,
cheeks, and DD may be deposited in the following banking particulars: Account Holder

Bank
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account Name
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Bank
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04771450000418 HDFC
Development and
Bank
Welfare Institute

Branch
name IFSC Code
and address
Doctor’s Colony,
Kankarbagh,
Patna-800020,
Bihar.

HDFC0000477

5. Follow up action:
After making the payment e-mails the receipt to the concerned email or upload along
with the other documents on the website hdawi.com/journals.
6. Publication of the article:
After receipt of fees, the same would acknowledge and copy of article published and a
certificate of publication would be sent to the first or corresponding author by e-mail.
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